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IS VEGAN THE NEW GAY?

Myth: Vegan food is bland and samey
Reality: Vegan food is exciting and hugely varied. A Google search for
“vegan recipes” brings up more than 40 million results, and there are
vegan cookbooks galore available. And if you think you have to give up
treats such as chocolate cake, ice cream, or cheese, fear not. Substituting soy, rice or nut milks in place of dairy and egg can easily produce an
even more delicious version of your favourite dessert or pizza.

Myth: Many vegans use the lifestyle to mask an eating disorder
Reality: While it’s true that some people with eating disorders may
use veganism to mask their disorder, that’s not the same as saying
that many vegans have eating disorders. Any tool can be used for a
beneficial or harmful purpose. Some people use a knife to cut up fruit
to eat. Others use it to stab someone.

Myth: You need animal products in your diet to be healthy
Reality: The most common assumption about a vegan diet is that it
doesn’t contain enough protein. In fact, most meat-eaters consume
too much protein. Research by the Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine in the US shows that a varied plant-based diet gives
you enough, but not too much, protein.
The second common assumption is that you need to consume
dairy to get calcium for strong bones. But several studies, including
White Lies by Dr Justine Butler, and Whitewash: The Disturbing Truth
About Cow’s Milk and Your Health by Dr Joseph Koen, cite comprehensive scientific literature pointing to evidence that drinking milk
may increase the incidence of osteoporosis as well as being implicated in a number of killer diseases – which makes sense, since the
milk of any species is perfectly suited for that species’ infants, not for
adults of any kind.
A balanced and varied vegan diet that includes plenty of fresh
fruit and vegetables can result in optimal health. If you have any
medical conditions, consult a naturopathic practitioner who is knowledgeable about and supportive of vegan diets.

Myth: Vegans are angry, militant, self-righteous, radical,
extremist, misguided cult members who blow stuff up
Reality: Ok, so sometimes we get angry. Educating yourself on the
horrendous atrocities inflicted on animals in order to produce items
for human consumption is heartbreaking. Watching sickening footage
of live male chicks being shredded alive because they are a “by-product” of the egg industry, or chimps screaming in agony while pinned
down and tortured in vivisection labs and countless other cruelties
is enough to make you rage at the world – at those carrying out such
deeds and anyone who supports them via the purchase of animalbased products.
And while some animal activists carry out acts of economic sabotage such as destruction of property or equipment used to torture
animals, I’m not aware, in 25 years of being involved in the animal
rights movement, of any activist serving a prison sentence for murder. Considering we’re up against industries that brutally kill billions
of animals each day for human consumption, I’d argue we’re actually
rather a nice bunch – not to mention restrained!
The bottom line is, vegans come from all walks of life, with all
kinds of dispositions. As lesbians, we know stereotypes are a cheap
and easy way to disenfranchise an entire category of people. In short:
don’t believe the media hype.
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Meat-free and delicious: Smoked
tofu stir-fry with greens

People feel more uncomfortable with
a vegan at their dinner table than
they do a lesbian. It hits them on a
more personal level

Which is worse – telling people you’re a lesbian or a vegan? According to Portia DeGeneres, it’s the
latter. Despite its growing popularity, myths about veganism still prevail. But it’s time to forget the
negative stereotypes because the upsides to eschewing animal products are huge, writes Katrina Fox

“I’m a vegan.” It takes about two seconds to say it, and
the equivalent amount of time for the person listening to
conclude that you’re a self-righteous, boring, militant, unhealthy, angry freak with a protein deficiency. It’s a phrase
that evokes the kind of defensiveness, discomfort and
hostility that “I’m a lesbian” used to before lady lovin’
became “chic” in the 90s.
Portia DeGeneres – who, along with her wife Ellen,
went vegan in 2008 – knows this. “I think people have
a harder time accepting it; people feel more uncomfortable with a vegan at their dinner table than they do
a lesbian. It’s confronting. It’s kind of suggesting that what
someone else is doing is bad or wrong, and it hits them on a
more personal level,” she told Vegnews magazine last year.
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I can relate. There’s usually two key reactions when I tell people
I’m vegan. They either go into guilt mode and blurt out that they don’t
each “much” meat, but could “never” give up dairy because they “love
cheese too much”. Or they reel off a list of reasons why veganism is
unnatural and unsustainable.
Such reactions are unsurprising, given the often negative and inaccurate characterisations of vegans in popular and mainstream media.
Let’s take a look at some of the myths surrounding veganism – and
the realities.

Portia DeGeneres: it’s
easier to be a lesbian
than a vegan
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reasons to go vegan
While some people take on a vegan diet solely for

health reasons, ethical vegans seize on the revolutionary potential
of veganism, viewing it as a boycott against animal exploitation and
abuse by rejecting (as far as is feasibly possible) the use of all animal
products.
For some, veganism is a feminist issue. The dairy industry is built
on the control and exploitation of the reproductive systems of
female non-humans. Cows are forcibly inseminated and kept perpetually pregnant, often suffering from incredibly painful mastitis from
being attached to milking machines. Their calves are removed from
them, resulting in the female cow living a miserable life of forced
pregnancy, birth, theft and grief until her body is spent and she is
shipped off to be slaughtered.
If you care about the planet, going vegan is a massive step towards combating climate change and eradicating poverty and world
hunger. A 2006 United Nations report, Livestock’s Long Shadow stat-

ed that animal agriculture is “one of the most significant contributors
to today’s most serious environmental problems”.
Not only do animals raised for meat, dairy and eggs produce more
global warming greenhouse gases than worldwide transportation
combined, other environmental impacts include land destruction
and deforestation, air and water pollution and massive inefficiencies
in water and energy use – all of which affect the inequities between
rich and poor countries. A 2010 report by the UN Environment Programme revealed that half the world’s crops are fed to animals raised
for food, rather than feeding the hungry directly and recommended a
“a substantial worldwide diet change, away from animal products”.
Perhaps the biggest misconception about veganism is that it’s all
about sacrifice – giving up the things you love. But a simple change
in focus to embracing what you gain from being vegan, rather than
bemoaning what you lose, can result in a spectacularly high quality of
life on many levels. D

vox pop
“I’ve been vegan more than
28 years because I couldn’t live with
the guilt of causing such suffering to other
creatures. Creatively there are so many more
fruits and vegetables to experiment with
in culinary terms than meats and so much
variety and colour, all with added health
benefits. Physically I’m fairly slim and fit for my age and look 10
years younger. Spiritually, I feel connected to the planet and all
living things, and sexually – vegans tend to smell nicer!”
Charlotte Brennan, 45, conservation student, London

“I’ve been vegan for 26
years. I’m a healthy, robust, fit, active,
physically strong woman. I trained in martial
arts for 13 years, hold weight training and
power lifting certificates and I train frequently
in the gym. I am rarely ill. And if I come down
with a sniffle or two, my recovery is fast and
symptoms minor in comparison with my carnivorous colleagues.
I lack in nothing nutritionally. I have perfect blood pressure, low
cholesterol, clear skin and eyes, strong nails, high energy levels, no
cravings, no PMS – and a libido that’s through the roof!
“In the past I’ve been an active volunteer in the animal rights
movement. With the help of others, I’ve rescued more than 7,000
animals over a 20-year period and served two prison sentences. I’m
not part of a cult. I am part of a social movement embracing compassionate individuals of all ages, races and religions who refuse
to contribute to the abuse of animals. If being militant involves not
participating in the slavery and murder of another species then I’m
happy to be called militant.
“Veganism allows me to look at myself as a complex union of body
and spirit in which the food I put in my mouth doesn’t just affect
my cells but affects my thoughts and my behaviour. It encourages
me to be mindful of my choices and actions, and this in turn goes
beyond more than what I just eat, drink and wear. It influences how
I think and behave towards every single person I meet.”
Melanie Arnold, 42, naturopath and herbalist, Hastings

“I eat over 10,000 different
types of fruits, vegetables, nuts,
pluses, grains and fungus. I indulge in the
raw food revolution. I eat food from around
the world on a daily basis. I make desserts
that you could never believe in a million
years I could make without animal ingredients. I love food so much and have made a point of becoming
a great cook. If you try my girlfriend’s creamy cupcakes, I think
you’d just melt in ecstasy!”
Emma Atwell, 26, transport efficiency analyst, Luton

“Since I became vegan my
culinary world has opened
up. My food choices have no limit and I feel
that I am much more creative and imaginative than meat and vegetarian chefs. My
business partner Paula Young and I run a
vegan restaurant evening where we create
mouth-watering menus from Japanese and Thai to Italian and
Caribbean. I feel that there isn’t any kind of dish or cuisine that I
can’t put a vegan spin on, and we regularly get meat-eaters commenting on how great the food is.
“I feel that it’s very political to be vegan. It’s saying that there’s
an alternative to the mainstream and that you don’t need to eat
meat and dairy to be healthy. The massive fast food industry is
very bad for the environment, humans and animals so it’s saying,
‘No I won’t participate in that’ – and this is coming from someone
who was brought up on McDonald’s birthday parties!”
Samantha Gill, 31, vegan chef, Titbits Catering, Brighton

More info / where to buy
Vegan Society (check out the Animal Free Shopper, a searchable database of vegan products available in the UK)
vegansociety.com
Honesty Cosmetics (stocks range of vegan toiletries and cosmetics, including lipsticks and Dolma vegan perfumes)
honestycosmetics.co.uk
Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine
(vegan nutrition)
pcrm.org
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